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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X, Y be two real Banach spaces and T: X -+ Y, C: X + Y two nonlinear 
operators such that T is a homeomorphism onto Y and C is compact. FuEik, 
NeEas, SouEek, and SouEek have given in [3] several results concerning the 
surjectivity of T + C, i.e., the solvability of TX + Cx = f  for every f E Y. 
Our purpose here is to obtain similar results for operators T and C mapping 
a subset D(T) of X into X. Besides the fact that the domain D(T) does not 
necessarily equal X, we do not explicitly assume anywhere the continuity of 
the operator T. We assume instead that T is at least an m-accretive operator 
satisfying certain growth and/or homogeneity conditions. In addition to these 
less restrictive hypotheses, the assumption of the compactness of the operator 
C may be replaced by the assumption of compactness of some resolvent of T 
or a suitable family of resolvents of T. 
The methods employed in this paper involve degree theory arguments. In 
[5] we considered the equation TX + Cx = A whose solutions were sought by 
solving the approximate problems TX, + Cx, + (l/n) x, = f. Thus we were 
naturally led to equations of the types 
u = (T+ (l/n)Z)-‘(f- Cu), u=(T+CZ)-‘(f-&+a), 
n = 1, 2,..., where c is a fixed positive constant. Other approximating 
problems were also studied in [5] involving the Yosida approximants of the 
m-accretive operator T. In this paper we make use mainly of the equations 
u+C(T+(l/n)Z)-‘u=f, n = 1, 2,... 
or similar ones, and we apply some arguments developed in [3, 51 as well as 
Borsuk’s theorem concerning odd operators T and C. 
It is rather important in applications to study the equation TX + Cx = $ in 
the present setting because the results obtained obviously apply to quite a 
large class of integro-differential equations as well as boundary value 
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problems for semi-linear evolution equations with nonlinear boundary 
conditions (cf. [5]). Several of our results also ensure the m-accretiveness of 
T + C if T is m-accretive, T + C is accretive, T has compact resolvents 
(T t (l/n) I)-‘, and some extra conditions are satisfied. In this case the 
Cauchy problem x’ t (T + C) x = 0, x(0) = x0 E D(T) is solvable (cf. Kato 
[6]). Some of our results can also be applied to linear operators T. 
In Section 4 of the paper we show that modifying slightly the arguments in 
Section 3, we can obtain analogous results for the important class of 
operators T t C with T: X+ 2x* maximal monotone and C: X-1 X* 
completely continuous. 
Our results complement and extend (but do not contain as special cases) 
the results of [3] mentioned above as well as the results of the author in [ 51 
and the references therein. We refer to the book of Lloyd [7] for degree- 
theoretic arguments used in this paper. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In what follows, the symbols R and R, denote the real line and the set 
[0, co), respectively. We denote by X a real or complex Banach space with 
norm ]I . ]I and dual X*. The duality map J: X-, 2x* is defined as follows: 
J(x)= If E X*; Wx, f) = II x 112, II S II = II x II 1, 
where (x, f) denotes the value of the linear functional f E X* at x E X. J is 
single valued in case X* is strictly convex. If T is an operator from X into Y, 
its domain will be denoted by D(T) and its range by R(T). An operator 
T: D(T) c X-t X is called “strongly accretive” if there exists a constant 
u > 0 such that for every x, y E D(T) there exists f E J(x - y) with the 
property 
Re(Tx - TY, f) > a II x - Y II*. (1) 
We call T “accretive” if (1) holds with a = 0. We call T “m-accretive” if it 
is accretive and (T t 11) D( ZJ = X for some L > 0. If T is m-accretive, then 
(TtIZ)D(T) =X for every I > 0 (cf. Kato [6]). The operator 
T: D(T) c X + X is called “bounded” if it maps bounded subsets of D(T) 
into bounded subsets of X. It is called “compact” if it is continuous and 
maps bounded subsets of D(T) into relatively compact subsets of X. T is 
“completely continuous” if it maps weakly convergent sequences of D(T) 
into strongly convergent sequences of X. Given an m-accretive operator T 
the “Yosida approximants” T,, are defined by 
T,,=(Zt (l/n)r>-‘, n = 1, 2,... . (2) 
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The operator T is said to be “@expansive” if (1 TX - Ty (1 > $(I\ x - y II), 
x, y&D(T), where 4: R + -+ R + is a continuous, strictly increasing function 
with 4(O) = 0. 
The following result can be found in Kato’s paper (6). 
LEMMA A. Let T: D(T) + X be m-accretive. Then the Yosida approx- 
imants T,,: X-1 D(T) are nonexpansive on X and T,,x+ x as n -+ 00 for 
every x E D(T). Moreover, the operators TT,,, n = 1,2,..., are Lipschitz 
continuous and accretive on X with Lipschitz constant 2n. 
The set A c X is said to be “symmetric” if x E A implies -x E A and 
0 E A. The symbols aA, & Co A denote the boundary of A, the closure of A, 
and the closed, convex hull of A, respectively. We denote by -+ and - strong 
and weak convergence, respectively, and byg) the open ball with center 
zero and radius r > 0. We let D, = D(T) n B,(O). 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
In most of the results that follow we need the closedness of the set 
(T + C) Dr. Conditions that ensure this fact are contained in the following 
theorem whose proof can be found in [5]. 
THEOREM A. Let T: D(T) + X, C: D(T) --t X be given. Let C be compact. 
Then under any one of the following assumptions the set (T + C) D, is 
closed. 
(a) T + C is a 4-expansive and closed operator; 
(b) T is a &expansive and closed operator; 
(c) T is demicontinuous and strongly accretive with D, closed. 
Whenever conditions at infinity are given below, the domain of the 
operator involved will be assumed to contain elements of arbitrarily large 
norm. 
We are now ready for our first result. 
THEOREM 1. Let T: D(T) -+ X be m-accretive, bounded, odd with D(T) 
symmetric. Let C: D(T) + X be compact, odd and such that there exist 
positive constants r, a, and b such that 
II TX + Cx II - a II x II > rr II x II > b. (3) 
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Let f E X be such that 11 f 11 < r. Then if (T $ C) DF is closed for every 
7 > 0, f belongs to R(T t C). If, moreover, 
,,ltrna II TX + Cx II - a II x II = +oo, 
x- 
xsD(T) 
(4) 
then (T + C) D(T) = X. 
Proof: We consider the equations 
TX t Cx t (l/n) x = f, n = 1, 2,... . (5) 
Since T is m-accretive, the operator (T + (l/n)l)-’ is defined on all of X, 
it is continuous and maps bounded sets into bounded subsets of D(T). In 
fact, given x, y E D(T) we have 
((T + (l/n) 1) x - (T + (l/n) 1) Y, F) > (l/n) II x - Y II* 
for some FE J(x - y), which implies 
(6) 
(J(T+(l/n)Z)-‘u-(Tt(l/n)l)-‘v(I,<nIIu-uI), 24, v E x. (7) 
It follows that the operator C(T t (l/n) I)-’ is defined and compact on all 
of X. Morover, it is odd. Now we consider the transformation u = 
(T t (l/n) I)-’ x. We are planning to solve the approximating equations 
u + C(Tt (l/n)I)-’ u = f (8) 
for all large n. To this end, we let the positive integer n, be such that l/n < a 
for every n > n,. From now on we consider only such n’s. Fix n > n, and let 
{u,}, m = 1, 2 ,..., be a sequence in X such that (I u, II + t co as m + co and 
II u,,, + W + (l/n) I)- k,, II G II f II 3 m = 1, 2,..., (9) 
where f E X is fixed and satisfies 11 f 11 < r. Then if x, = (T + (l/n) I)-’ u,, 
we have 
II urn II = II TX,,, + (lln)x, II Q II TX,,, II + II x, Il. (10) 
Since T is bounded, (10) implies that it is not possible for the sequence (x,} 
to possess a bounded subsequence. It follows that II x, )I + too as m -+ 00. 
Consequently, 
llfll2 II TX, + Cx, + Uln)x, II 2 II TX, + Cx, II - (l/n) ll xm 11 
> II TX, + %A - a II x,II > r > II f II 
(11) 
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for all large m, a contradiction. It follows that the set of all u E X such that 
II ZJ + C(T+ (l/n> T’ 24 II G II f II (12) 
is bounded. This implies the existence of a positive constant N such that 
whenever I] u I] >, N we have 
II~t~~~+~~l~~~~-‘~II~IIfII. (13) 
This fact implies that the equation 
u+C(Tt(l/n)Z)-‘u=O (14) 
has no solutions on M,(O). Since C(T t (l/n) I)-’ is odd and compact, the 
Leray - Schauder degree d(T, B,,(O), 0) (F= (7’+ (l/n) I)- ‘) is defined and 
it is an odd integer by Borsuk’s theorem. Now consider the homotopy 
transformation 
T(t) 24 = - [C(T+ (l/n) I)-’ U - tf], (15) 
t E [0, 11. Then 
because 
III- F(t) u II= (I 24 t C(Tt (l/n)Z)’ U-d I] 
~II~~~~~+~~/~~~~-‘~Il-l~IIISII (17) 
> II f II - f II f II 2 0 
for all t E [0, 11, u E %,(O). Thus Eq. (8) has a solution U, for every 
n > n,. Now’ let X, = C(T t (l/n) I)-’ a,. Then x, satisfies (5) for every 
n 2 no. Let II x, II + 00 as n+ co (the same argument applies if {xn} is 
replaced by a subsequence of it). Then 
II f II = II TX, + Cx, + (l/n) x, II 2 II TX, + Wtll - (l/n) II x, II 
> II TX, + Cd - a II x, II 2 t > II f II 
(18) 
for all large n, a contradiction. Thus {x”} is bounded and (5) implies that 
f E (T + C) Df = (T + C) Di for some F > 0. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied 
except the compactness assumption on C which is replaced by the following: 
(i) C: D(T) -+X is continuous and (T t (l/n)Z)-’ is compact for 
every n >n,, where no is some positive integer. 
Then the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds true. 
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It should be noted that Theorem 1 can be proved by use of the approx- 
imating equations 
TT,x+[1+(l/n2)]C7’,x+(l/n)x=f (19) 
because the operators F” = TT, + (l/n) Z have nice properties. Here T,, are 
the Yosida approximants in (2). However, we were not able to prove the 
important Corollary 1 by using (19) because it is not known whether the 
compactness of (T + (l/n) I)-’ for all large n implies the same property for 
((l/n) T + I)- ‘. This fact is true for linear operators and follows trivially 
from the resolvent identity. 
In the following surjectivity result we make use of (19) and Theorem 1.1 
of [3, p. 561. 
THEOREM 2. Let T: D(T) -+ X be odd, bounded, m-accretive with D(T) 
symmetric. Let C satisfy one of the following two conditions: 
(i) C: D(T) + X is odd, compact; 
(ii) C: D(T) -+X is continuous, odd and ((l/n) T + I)-’ is compact for 
all large n. 
Assume further the existence of a constant K > 0 and a function 
q:R,+R, with q(p) --+ + 03 as ,u -t +a~ such that the following condition is 
satisfied: 
for every x E D(T) with /I x /I > K there exists FE J(x) such that 
WTx + C-G F) > 41 x II> II x II. 
Then if (T + C) D, is closed for every r > 0, T + C is subjective. 
(20) 
Proof: We consider problems (19) for a fixed f E X. We observe that 
the operator TT, is continuous accretive on the whole of X (cf. Kato [6, 
Lemma 2.31). It follows (Martin [8]) that TT, is m-accretive. This implies 
that the operator F,, = TT, + (l/n) Z has a Lipschitzian inverse r; ’ defined 
on the whole of X. The existence of solutions x, of (19) for every n = 1,2,... 
will follow from Theorem 1.1 of [3] if we show that k,(n) 11 x II < 11 Fnx 11 <
k,(n) ]I x II for some positive constants k, and k, and 
,$ym II Rx + c,x II = so02 (21) 
where C, = [ 1 + (l/n’)] CT,. It is easy to see now that the strong 
accretiveness of Fn implies 
II~~~-~~nll~~~l~~II~-~ll~ x, y E x, (22) 
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while its Lipschitz continuity implies 
II cp - Tn Y II < Pn + w~)l II x + Y II 3 x, yEX. (23) 
Combining (22) and (23) we obtain 
(l/n) II x II - II R’,(O)ll G II cx II 
< [2n + (l/n)1 II x II + II ~“,(O)ll9 x E x. 
Since p”(O) = 0, we obtain 
(l/n) II x II G II CT II G Pn + Q/n)1 IIx II* (24) 
Thus we may take k,(n) = (l/n) and k,(n) = 2n + (l/n). Now we show 
that (21) holds. To this end, let x, E X be such that II x, II+ +co as m -+ co. 
Then letting x, = T;iu, = (l/n) Tu, + u, we obtain (I u, II--) +a, and 
T,,x,,, + Cnx, = [ 1 + (l/n’>][Tu, t Cum] t (l/n) u,. (25) 
Assume now that there exists a constant M > 0 such that 
II k?l + Cn-Gl II < MT m = 1, 2,... . (26) 
Then we have 
WI1 + (~l~*)l(Tu,tC~,)t(l/~)~,,~) 
2 dll UnI I) II %J II + (l/n) II urn II29 m>m,, 
(27) 
where m, has been chosen so that (I u, (I >K for m 2 m, and F is a suitable 
functional in J(u,). From (27) we conclude that 
IIll + U/n’)l(% + RJ + (l/n> urn II 2 41 urn II> + (l/n) II u,,, II, (28) 
m > m, . This contradicts (26). It follows that if f E X is given, then Eq. (19) 
has a solution x, for each n = 1,2,... . To show that {x,} is bounded, assume 
that it has a subsequence (x,0 such that (I x,, (I + tco as n’ -+ co. Denoting 
this subsequence again by x, and letting U, = T,,x, we obtain that II x, I( < 
(l/n) II Tu, II + II u,, II 9 which, combined with the boundedness of T, implies 
that 11 u, I( + too as n + co. Thus, as in (27), we obtain 
II f II II u, II > IILl + W’W~n + W + (l/n) u, II II u,, II 
2 q(ll un II> II UtI II + (l/n) II urn II2 
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for all large n, which, dividing by 11 U” /I, provides the desired contradiction. 
Since T,,x,, E D(T) and 
with 11 U, 11 bounded, it follows that f E (T + C) D, = (T t C) D, for some 
r > 0. This completes the proof. 
From the proofs of the above two theorems we obtain the following 
interesting result concerning the m-accretiveness of T + C. 
THEOREM 3. Let T: D(T) --) X be m-accretive, odd, bounded with D(T) 
symmetric. Let C satisfy one of the following assumptions: 
(i) C: D(T) --t X is odd, compact; 
(ii) C: D(T) -+ X is odd and (T t cl)-’ is compact, where the positive 
constant c is as below. 
Assume further that 
(iii) lim II~II-~,~~~(~) II TX + Cx+ 4 = +-for SOme c E R+\Pi 
or 
(iv) there exists a constant K and a function q: R + --t R, such that 
q(p) + too as ,u -+ +a0 with the property: for every x E D(T) with 11 x 11) K 
there exists FE J(x) such that 
WTx + CA 6 2 41 x II) II x II. 
Then if T t C is accretive, it is m-accretive. 
Proof As we have noted in the Introduction, it suffices to show that 
T + C + cl is onto just for the constant c > 0. This follows easily from the 
proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. 
In the following result it is shown that a slight modification in the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2 allows us to consider operators T and C which are 
not odd. 
THEOREM 4. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 2 be satisfied without the 
oddness of T and C. Furthermore, assume the existence of a function 
s: R +\{O} * R +\(O}, increasing, such that s(t) + +oo as t + +cr, and 
1) u 1) > s(r) whenever 
II u II + II Tu II > r, 
Then T + C is subjective. 
rE R+\W (29) 
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Proof: We consider again the problems 
TT,,x+ [l + (l/n’)] CT,x+(I/n)x=f, n = 1, 2,..., (30) 
where f E X is fixed. As in the proof of Theorem 2, in” = 7’T, + (l/n) I is a 
strongly accretive continuous operator defined on X, and C,, = CT,, - f is a 
compact operator also defined on X. We fix n and we find a ball B,(O) CX 
such that Eq. (30) has no solution on ZI,(O) provided a growth condition is 
imposed on f: To this end, let r E R+\{O} be given such that s(r) > K and 
f E X be such that I] f/I < q@(r)). Then let u = T,x, where x is a solution of 
(30) on %I,(O). We have 
r = II x II = Il(lln> Tu + u II G II Tu II + II u II 9 (31) 
which implies (I u ]I > s(r). Since u satisfies 
[(l +(l/n’)](Tu+Cu)+(l/n)u=f, 
we have 
(32) 
O=Re([l + (l/n’)](Tu+ Cu)+ (l/n)u,F)-Re(f,F) 
> Re([l + (lln*>lW + Cub F) + U/n’) II u II2 - II f II II u II 
2 Sal u II) II u II + (l/n) II 24 II2 - II f II II u II (33) 
2 MW) + (l/n> m - II f Ill II u II 
>o 
for all n = 1,2,... and for a suitable FE J(U). Thus there is no solution x of 
(30) on aB,.(O). Now we consider the equation 
i+“x+ c,x=o, x E B,(O). 
We are going to show that p, belongs to a convex class of permissible 
homeomorphisms in the sense of Browder [ 11. Since in, is stron 1 accretive, 
it follows, as in the proof of Proposition (13.4) of [l] that F 
any open subset of the ball B,(O). p, 
,G = i’,, G for 
will be a permissible homeomorphism 
in the sense of Definition (12.1) of [ I] if p,, G is open for every open subset 
G of B,(O). This fact however is a special case of Theorem 3 in Deimling 
[2]. As in Theorem 13.15(d) of [l] we obtain that Eq. (34) has a solution 
x E B,(O) for any f E X with I( f II < q@(r)). Since q@(r))+ +co as 
r+ +co, the proof follows as before in order to show that T + C is 
surjective. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let T: D(T) +X be bounded, m-accretive. Let C sati& 
one of the following two conditions: 
(i) C: D(T) -+ X is compact; 
(ii) C: D(T) +X is continuous and (CT + I)-’ is compact for some 
constant c > 0. 
Let K, q, s(t) be as in Theorems 2 and 4. Then l$ T + C is accretive, it is 
m-accretive. 
Proof It suffices to consider the equation 
TT,x+(l +c*)CT,xtcx=f (35) 
for a fixed f E X, where T, = (CT $ I))‘. We observe that if u = Tcx, then 
(35) becomes 
(1 t C2)(TU t CU) + CU = (1 + c’) g 
for f = (1 t c”) g, which gives 
Tu + Cu t [c/( 1 + c’)] u = g. 
(36) 
(37) 
Applying the proof of Theorem 4 we obtain a solution u E D(T) of Eq. 
(37). Since f is arbitrary, the operator T + C + [c/( 1 + c’)] I is surjective. It 
follows that T + C t AI is surjective for all A > 0. 
The problem of surjectivity of the operator T t C is intimately related to 
the spectral behaviour of the pair T, C, i.e., the behaviour of the operator 
AT t C, where 1 is a scalar. Following [3, p, 601 we define the “eigenvalue” 
of a pair (T, C) of operators and we give a theorem which belongs to quite a 
large class of results called “Fredholm alternatives.” In the results which 
follow we make use of hypotheses which resemble those of Theorem 1. It is 
to be understood that analogous results hold under the hypotheses of 
Theorems 2 and 4. 
DEFINITION. Let T, C: D(T) -+ X be given. Let 0 E D(T) and E. be a 
scalar. Then k is called an “eigenvalue” of the pair (T, C) if there exists 
x0 E D(T) such that x,, # 0 and 1Tx, t Cx, = 0. 
THEOREM 5. Let T: D(T) -+ X be m-accretive, odd, bounded with D(T) 
symmetric and such that there exist constants K > 0, a 2 1, M > 0 with 
K II x Ita G II W)ll> x E W”‘l3, II x II 2 M- (38) 
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Assume that C: D(T) -+ X is odd, compact and such that 
l@$iP]II Cx II/II x r1 =A < +a* x co 
xel(T) 
(39) 
Then if 1 ,I 1 > A/K and (AT + C) D, is closed for every r > 0, the operator 
IZT + C is surjective. 
Proof: In the proof of Theorem 1 we replace C by (l/A) C and f by 
(l/A)f for some A with I A/ > A/K. Then the conclusion follows from 
Theorem 1 if we show that 
lim 
.xl-‘+n: 
]I TX + (l/A) Cx (I- a /I x II = +~o 
.x-ED(T) 
for some a > 0. To this end, let x, ED(T) be such that (lx,, /( + +a~ as 
n-+ co and 
II 7% + (l/4 C-G II - a II x, II G NY n = 1, 2,..., (40) 
where N is a positive constant. We are going to determine the constant a so 
that (40) leads to a contradiction. In fact, since I A ] > A/K, we can pick 
a > 0 such that ( 11 > A/(K - a) > 0. Then (40) implies 
II[Tx,/lI ~#I + W>P,/ll xnll”lll < W/II x,/In1 + a (41) 
for all large n. Now we can pick E > 0 such that N/l] x, ]((1 < E for 
n > (some) n, and I A J > [A/(K - a - E)] >.O. Then (41) implies 
K < liry+‘_s,upIII TX, II/II x, II”1 
< li~+vlll Cx, II/l J I II x, II”1 + E + a 
< (A/l A I] + c + a, 
(42) 
which says that ] 11 < A/(K - a - E). Since E is arbitrarily small, we obtain 
I~IGA/(K- ) a , a contradiction. Thus (40) does hold for the chosen number 
a > 0. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 6. Let T: D(T) + X be odd, m-accretive, bounded with D(T) 
symmetric and such that x E D(T) implies rx E D(T) for any r E (0, 1). Let 
C: D(T) + X be odd and compact. Assume further that T(rx) = r”T(x), 
C(rx) = rYCx for every r E (0, l), x E D(T), where y > 1 is a fixed constant. 
Then if (AT+ C)D(T) and (AT+ C)(D(T)nZl,(O)) are closed’ and ,I is 
not an eigenvalue of (T, C), AT t C is surjective. 
’ See remark at the end of the paper. 
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Proof. Again, the proof of Theorem 1 applies if we show that 
IITx+(l/il)CxI/-a/Ix/I~+co as lIxll-++ a 
for any a > 0, where L is not an eigenvalue of (7’, C) and (AT + C) D(Z), 
(AT + C)@(T) n aB,(O)) are closed. To this end, let x, E D(T) be such that 
jlx,I/--,+co as n-+ co and 
II TX, + (l/A) Cx, II <iv + a II x, II 3 
where N is a positive constant. Dividing (43) by II x,(I” we obtain 
(43) 
II Tk,lll xnll> + (WI CWII xnll>ll G [N/II x, II’1 + a II x, lllpy (44) 
for all large n, which implies 
lim Ty, + (l/L) Cy, = 0, (45) “-CC 
where Yn = x,/II x, II * Thus 0 E (AT t C)(D(T) n B,(O)) = (AT t C) 
(O(T) n aB,(O)). It follows that there exists x0 E aIS, such that 
1Tx, + Cx, = 0, a contradiction to the fact that I is not a eigenvalue of 
(T, C). Now we note that if 0 is not an eigenvalue of (T, C), then the above 
proof carries over if (l/n) C is replaced by C and T by 0. This completes the 
proof. 
Before we establish a Fredholm alternative, we give the following 
definition: an operator T: D(T) -t X is called “v-surjective” if TD(T) =X 
and II TX II> ~(11 x II), x E D(T), where v: R, --f R, is such that ~01) = 0 
implies p = 0. 
THEOREM 7. We assume the conditions of Theorem 6, but we do not 
explicitly assume that (AT t C) D(T), (AT t C)(D(T) n LB,(O)) are closed. 
Furthermore, let X be uniformly convex, C: G D(T) --) X completely 
continuous and such that 
II Cx - CY II 2 N I II x II’ - II Y IIs 1, x, Y E D(T), w 
where N, 6 are positive constants. Then AT t C is v-subjective if and only if 
1 is not an eigenvalue of (T, C). 
Proof. Assume first that I is not an eigenvalue of T and C. To show that 
AT t C is y/-surjective, for some function w, we observe first that AT t C is 
surjective. In fact, this wil follow from Theorem 6 if we show that 
(AT t C) D(T), (AT+ C) D(T)nB,(O) are closed. To this end, let 
y E (AT+ C) D(T) be given and x, E D(T) be such that ATx,, t Cx, + y as 
n + 03. Then the sequence {x,} is bounded. In fact, assume that there exists 
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a subsequence of (xn}, denoted again by {x,}, such that (1 x,]] -+ + co. Then 
I( x, I/ > 1 for n > n,. For such n we have 
w, + %1/II X” II” = W4l x, II) •t C(X”lll X” II) 
=KY, i-y,,, 
where yn =x./l] x,/I. Since ]I ynl] = 1, the uniform convexity of X and (E) 
imply that there exists a subsequence { y,, ) of { y, } such that 
y,, -+ x0 E G D(T) (cf. [8]). Thus Cy,, + Cx, as n’ + co, and, since T is 
closed with ATy,, + - Cx,, it follows that x,, E D(T) and ITx, + Cx, = 0. 
Since 1 is an eigenvalue of (T, C) and ]I xO]l = 1, we have a contradiction. 
Thus (x,) is bounded, and since X is reflexive, there exists a subsequence 
{x,,,) of (x,,} such that x,, - x0 E & D(T). Now we have 
II C-G, - %lI 2 N I II 4# - II xoIIS I? 
which shows that ]I x,,I] -+ ]I x,, ]I as n’ + co. From the uniform convexity of X 
we have x,, -+ x,, as n -+ co (cf. Petryshyn [8]). Thus Cx,, + Cx, and, since 
TX,,, + y - Cx, and T is closed, we get IzTx, + Cx, = y. This shows that 
y E (AT t C) D(T) and that (AT t C) D(T) is closed. Similarly, we can 
show that (AT t C)@(T) n aB,(O)) is closed. Thus AT t C is surjective. 
Now assume that x, E D(T) satisfies ]I x,1] = 1, n = 1, 2 ,..., and 
ATx, t Cx, -+ 0 as n + co. It follows as above that there exists x,, E D(T) 
such that ]I x,,]] = 1 and ATx, t Cx, = 0, a contradiction. Thus, 
,,irL, IIITx+CxI(=c>O 
x 
XSD(T) 
and II1Tx+Cx/I>cIIxII”, XE D(7). Letting I&) = C,U” we have the v/- 
surjectivity of AT t C. 
Conversely, let AT + C be W-surjective. Then ITx t Cx = 0 implies 
~(11 x I]) = 0 and x = 0, i.e., 1 is not an eigenvalue of (T, C), and the proof is 
complete. 
It should be noted here that the assumptions of Theorem 7 are 
considerably simpler in case of a continuous accretive T defined on the 
whole of X. We do not know whether Theorem 7 is true for Iz = 1 in which 
case T could be a linear operator. 
4. EXTENSION TO MAXIMAL MONOTONE OPERATORS 
In this section we provide an extension of the considerations in Section 3 
to maximal monotone operators T: G -+ 2x*, where G is a closed, convex 
subset of X. Namely, we give a surjectivity result for operators T + C with 
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C: G-+X” mapping weakly convergent sequences of G into strongly 
convergent sequences in X*. Certainly, most of the results in Section 3 as 
well as various results of the author in [5] can be extended to settings similar 
to the ones considered here. The terminology of this section is that of 
Browder [ 11. For convenience, we quote below Proposition 7.5 of [ 11. 
PROPOSITION. Let X be a strictly convex reflexive Banach space with X” 
strictly convex, G a closed convex subset of X, and T a maximal monotone 
mapping of G into 2” with [O,O] E G(T) (the graph of T). Then for each 
E > 0, T + EJ is maximal monotone from G to 2” and has all of X* as its 
range. Moreover, T + EJ has a single valued inverse (T + E-J)-’ which is 
continuous from the strong topology of X* to the weak topology of G. 
Now we are ready for the result of this section. Note that we write now 
(f, x) instead of (x, f) and the norm topology will be meant for the spaces 
involved unless otherwise specified. 
THEOREM 8. Let the following assumptions be satisfied: 
(i) X, X” are real, strictly convex with X reflexive and J: X-+X* 
odd and G is a closed, convex and symmetric subset of X; 
(ii) T:G -+ 2’*, with D(T) = G and (0,O) E G(T) is maximal 
monotone and odd (v E T(-u) implies -v E Tu). Moreover, assume the 
existence of a constant M > 0 such that for each x E G with 11 x II> A4 and 
each w E TX we have 11 w II< 4(II x Ii), where 4: R + + R +is increasing. 
(iii) C: G -t X* is odd, continuous from the weak topology of G to the 
strong topology of X”. Moreover, for every x E G and every w E TX we have 
(w + cx, x> > 4(/l x II) II x II 7 
whereq:R++R+ is increasing and such that q(u) -+ + co as ,a -+ + 03. 
(iv) (T + C) G is closed. 
Then T + C has all of X* as its range. 
Proof We consider the equation 
u+C(T+(l/n)J))‘u=f (46) 
for a fixed f E X*. It is easily seen that solutions of (46) give rise to 
solutions of 
Tx+Cx+(l/n)Jx3f. (47) 
We first show that the mapping C(T + (l/n) J)-’ of X* into X* is 
compact. To this end, in view of the above proposition, it suffices to show 
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that (T + (I/n) J)- ’ maps bounded sets into bounded sets. In fact, let u E X* 
be given and let u = (T + (l/n) J)- ’ u E G. Then there exists w  E TV such 
that w  + (l/n) Jv = u. Thus, 
(u, v) = (w + (l/n) Jv, v) = (w, v) + (l/n)(Jv, v) 
a (Un> II v llZl 
(48) 
which implies that 11 v 11 < n II u 11. 
Now assume that there exist u, E X* with II u,II + + co as m + co and 
IIu, + W+ WW-’ u,ll < IIAI. (49) 
Then if v, = (T + (l/n) J)-’ u,, there exists w, E TV, such that 
I( w, + Cv, t (l/n) Jv,ll = IlfII, m = 1,2,.... Thus we have 
il f II v, II 2 (w, + Cv,n, v,> + (lln)(Jv,, v,> 
> s(ll urn II) II vmll + (l/n> II vrn II2 
(50) 
or 
q(ll urn II) + (l/n) II vmll G II f II. 
Since u, = w, + (l/n) Jv,, we have 
(51) 
II umll < II w, II + II v, II < #(II v, II) + II urn II 9 (52) 
which shows that II v, II -+ + co as m -+ co. This contradicts (51). Conse- 
quently, there exists N > 0 such that whenever u E X* satisfies 1) u II > N we 
have 
II~+~~~+~~l~~J~-‘~/I~/If II. (53) 
The proof follows now as in Theorem 1 to show that there exists a 
solution u, of (46) for every n = 1,2,... . This proves the existence of a 
sequence x, E G with 
TX, + Cx, + (l/n) Jx, 3 jI (54) 
Letting y, E TX, be such that f = y, + Cx, + (l/n) Jx, we have as in 
(51h 
II f II > dll x, II> + (l/n) II x, II 7 (55) 
a contradiction if we assume that II x, I( + + co as n -+ + co. It follows that 
II x, 1) = II Jx, II is bounded and that f E (T + C) G = (T + C) G. The proof 
is complete. 
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5. DISCUSSION 
It is evident that if the m-accretive operator T has a continuous inverse 
T- ’ defined on the whole of X, then the equation u $ C(T + (l/n) I)-’ u = f 
can be replaced by the equation u + CT-‘u = f: 
This author has given in [4] a result which ensures the existence and 
continuity of Tp ’ on the whole of A’. In fact it suffkes to assume the 
following: (i) X, X* are uniformly convex, D(T) is unbounded, 0 ED(T), 
T(O)= 0; (ii) T is m-accretive and there exists a constant K > 0 such that 
~IT~-TYII>~I~~-YII~ x, Y E D(T). 
Thus, further assumptions on T- ‘, corresponding to the ones made on 
V+ W)Z>-', P rovide solutions to this new equation. In this case we may 
not need the assumptions on the closedness of (T t C) D(T) or other similar 
sets in the results of Section 3. In such a setting we could also relax the 
degree of homogeneity of T and C in the Fredholm alternative (Theorem 7). 
In the same spirit, it might be advantageous to use better stabilizing 
operators than (l/n) Z for the approximating equations. Of course, (l/n) Z 
was chosen here and in [5] because of the m-accretiveness of the oeprator T. 
The assumption on the closedness of (T t C) D, for every r > 0 can 
actually be replaced everywhere by the assumption on the closedness of 
(T t C) D(T). This was actually done in Therems 6-8 for the respective 
domains involved. The two assumptions are actually idependent as it is 
easily seen by T = tan, T = tan- ‘, and C = 0. 
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